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Supporting and 
promoting the 
highest standards 
of musical learning 
and assessment 
since 1889. 

ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Musicwww.abrsm.org
  @abrsm
  facebook.com/abrsm

Practice makes perfect

Experience shows that working towards an exam 
gives candidates an extra impetus in their learning.  

ABRSM offers graded music exams for more than 
30 instruments, singing, jazz and music theory, and  
a selection of other assessments to suit young 
learners and adults alike.

www.abrsm.org/exams
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ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Music Supporting and
promoting the
highest standards
of musical learning
and assessment
since 1889.

www.abrsm.org
 facebook.com/abrsm
 @abrsm
 ABRSM YouTube

Spectrum albums are available for piano, violin, cello, 
clarinet, string quartet and, now, piano duet, from 
music retailers worldwide and www.abrsm.org/shop.

Discover a world of 
contemporary music
• Created by pianist and teacher Thalia Myers
• Repertoire for all abilities from the fi nest composers
• Recordings by top performers
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Welcome to Libretto and to my first
column as ABRSM’s new Chief
Executive. As many of you will know, I

am not new to the organisation, having worked
in a number of roles previously – most recently
as Executive Director: Syllabus and Publishing.
So, I now look forward enormously to drawing
on my knowledge and understanding of ABRSM
as I take on this exciting challenge. 

My focus in leading and guiding ABRSM will
be to ensure that we continue to offer the very
best music assessments, supporting products
and resources to teachers and learners
worldwide. This means both maintaining
standards and excellence while also looking to
the future to meet the developing needs of the
music education community.

Reviewing and refreshing our syllabuses
and supporting resources plays an essential
part here, and in this issue of Libretto we
highlight recent activities in this area. On page
8 you can read about some of the wonderful
music in our new Woodwind syllabus – to be
published in July. Then on page 11 we take a
look at the latest updates to our Speedshifter
practice tool. 

You’ll also find a focus on motivation, with
top tips from members of the UK’s premier
youth orchestra (page 12), an overview of
motivation in music learning from ABRSM’s
Syllabus Director, Nigel Scaife (page 14) and
the inspiring story of a violinist who overcame
sight problems to carry on playing (page 16).

ABRSM aims to motivate music making and
learning in the widest sense, so I hope you 
find something here to inform, refresh and
inspire your teaching and learning over the
coming months. 
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Practice-a-thon is an annual
event for young musicians

designed to raise money for
CLIC Sargent, the UK’s leading
cancer charity for children and
young people. There are lots of
ways to get involved in Practice-
a-thon. Students can collect
sponsorship for practising every day or hold a
fundraising concert, either selling tickets or
asking for donations.

CLIC Sargent provides clinical, practical
and emotional support to help children and

young people, and their
families, cope with cancer 
and get the most out of life.
Currently CLIC Sargent is
unable to support everyone 
who needs their help. 

So, students taking part in
the Practice-a-thon will be

raising funds for this vital work, while
gaining an additional incentive to practise.

For more information and to sign 
up for the Practice-a-thon, visit
www.clicsargent.org.uk/practiceathon.

News4

Woodwind students can look forward to an
exciting new set of syllabuses, out in July.

We will be publishing revised repertoire lists for
all woodwind instruments – Recorder, Flute,
Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon and Saxophone – for
use in exams from January 2014. There are no
changes to scales and arpeggios, sight-reading
or aural tests.

The new repertoire lists include a wide
range of attractive pieces, providing plenty of
appealing choices for students, and as usual
we are publishing supporting resources to
complement the syllabuses. In July, books of

Flute Exam Pieces and Clarinet Exam Pieces
will be available for Grades 1 to 7 as part only
(Grades 1 to 5), score and part, and score, 
part and CD. For Flute and Clarinet we will
also be issuing separate CDs for Grade 8 
and recordings for all grades as individual
downloads. Saxophone CDs together with
audio downloads for Saxophone, Oboe and
Bassoon will follow in November.

For a preview of some of the repertoire
selected for the new syllabuses, turn to 
page 8. You can also find out more at
www.abrsm.org/woodwind.

In July we will be publishing 
a set of revised assessment

criteria for our instrumental
and singing exams at Grades 1
to 8, to be used worldwide from
January 2014. 

These are not new criteria,
but rather a new way of
presenting the criteria we have
been using for many years, 
and our standards and the exam
experience for candidates will
not be affected in any way.

‘Our marking criteria are
used by all ABRSM examiners
in assessing each section of 
a practical exam and are
fundamental to the consistency
and integrity of our work,’
explains ABRSM’s Chief
Examiner, John Holmes. 

‘We have taken a long look at
the current criteria to see how
we can refresh and improve
them. We have retained what
works well and have made
changes only where there was
an opportunity to bring greater
clarity and consistency. This 
will change nothing in terms 
of how we assess candidates,
and our marking standards will
not change.’

The revised assessment
criteria will be available from
July at www.abrsm.org
/assessmentcriteria. In the
future they will also appear in
all syllabus booklets, starting
with Woodwind this year.

Look out for more on
ABRSM’s assessment criteria in
the next issue of Libretto. 

Sign up for charity Practice-a-thon

SSyyllllaabbuuss  uuppddaattee Revised
assessment
criteria from
2014
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Instrumental teachers involved in group
teaching have a chance to attend one of 

our free Music Medals workshops being 
held around the UK this year.

Music Medals assessments from ABRSM
measure and celebrate the achievements of
pupils at the early stages of learning an
instrument. Supported by award-winning
repertoire and teaching resources, they
recognise the importance of the teacher in
both the learning and the assessment
processes. So, there are no external
examiners and the initial assessment is 
made by the teacher in their role as a
Teacher-Assessor.

Starting in August we will be running a
number of practical sessions designed for
anyone interested in using these innovative
assessments in their teaching. Each 
three-hour workshop will introduce Music
Medals and include a Teacher-Assessor
training session. You’ll also be able to try out
Music Medals pieces, discover what’s involved
in an assessment and gain confidence in
preparing pupils.

To receive information about Music Medals
training sessions near you, sign up to our
newsletter at www.abrsm.org/signup. 
For more information about Music Medals go
to www.abrsm.org/musicmedals.

You can now buy the full
range of ABRSM audio

downloads from Amazon,
Google Play™ and iTunes.

Audio downloads offer a
simple and economical way for
teachers and students to listen
to ABRSM recordings of
syllabus pieces. They provide a
useful resource for choosing
and preparing exam repertoire,
as well as for discovering and
exploring a wide range of music
by a variety of composers.

You can buy recordings of
individual pieces from many 
of our current syllabuses
including Piano, Violin, Viola,
Cello, Trumpet and Guitar. 
Later in the year we will also 
be adding pieces from our new
Woodwind syllabuses .

5News

Young musicians in the
London area have an

opportunity to join up with
members of the National Youth
Orchestra of Great Britain (NYO)
at their next Inspire Day.  

Supported by ABRSM, this
free event will take place on 30
June at London’s Southbank
Centre, giving aspiring young
musicians the chance to
rehearse, perform and learn
with NYO Principal Players and
tutors. To take part, students
need to be aged 11 to 18 and of
Grade 6 standard or above.

You can find out more at
www.nyo.org.uk.

This year we have once again been
sponsoring UK-based music education

charity Music for Youth (MFY), which gives
thousands of young musicians free access to
performance and audience opportunities
around the UK. 

ABRSM funding supports MFY’s annual
Regional Festival Series, a two-month long

celebration of youth music in February 
and March involving more than 50,000
instrumentalists and singers. The Regional
Festivals provide a unique opportunity for
groups to perform to new audiences, listen to
other groups from their area and gain valuable
feedback from a team of MFY Music Mentors.

To find out more visit www.mfy.org.uk.

ABRSM sponsors
unique music festival

Free Music Medals training on offer

ABRSM audio
downloads:
new ways 
to buy

NYO Inspire
Day coming 
to London
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News6

IN BRIEF

� Join our community
Keep up to date with all the

latest ABRSM news by signing

up to our newsletter. Regular

email bulletins include exam and

syllabus updates, tips and

advice, competitions and news

about our books and resources.

www.abrsm.org/signup

� Apply now for 
ABRSM sponsorship
Our International Sponsorship

Fund is open to individuals,

groups or organisations outside

the UK and Ireland engaged in

activities that inspire people to

take part in music making,

teaching or learning. We are

accepting applications for

current funding until 31 August

2013 and you can find out more

from ABRSM Representatives

and from our website.

www.abrsm.org/sponsorship 

� Music Mark launched
March saw the launch of a new

association to support UK music

teaching. Music Mark (The UK

Association for Music Education)

is a charitable organisation that

aims to provide a unified voice

for all those involved in music

education. The launch of Music

Mark followed the merger of the

Federation of Music Services 

and the National Association 

of Music Educators and brings

together anyone who works in

music education, including

instrumental or vocal and

classroom teachers.

www.musicmark.org.uk

� Sir John Burgh
It was with great regret that we

learnt recently of the death of Sir

John Burgh who was Chairman

of ABRSM between 1987 and

1994. Sir John was a huge

supporter of ABRSM and, in the

1980s, one of the architects of

our reconstitution as a charity.

We will be publishing a further

tribute to Sir John in our next

Annual Review, available in

September this year.

All those preparing for an
ABRSM Performance or

Teaching diploma can now benefit
from our new volume of Piano
Specimen Quick Studies. Designed
to help students and teachers get
ready for this important element 
of the exam, the book contains 
ten specimen quick studies at
DipABRSM level and two each at
LRSM and FRSM levels. The
studies are written in attractive 
and approachable styles and are
representative of the technical
levels expected in the exams.

You can buy Piano Specimen
Quick Studies from music shops
and from www.abrsm.org/shop.

From September, ABRSM will be starting an exciting
new partnership with Sing Up, a UK-based

organisation which provides inspirational and affordable
singing resources and support for primary schools. We
will be funding the Sing Up Awards, which give
participating schools a framework and incentive for
developing their singing activities. With awards at
Silver, Gold and Platinum levels these awards offer a
series of goals to work towards and a wonderful way to
motivate everyone in the school to get singing.

‘We’re proud to be supporting Sing Up,’ said Leslie
East, ABRSM’s Chief Executive. ‘Since 2007 Sing Up 
has increased the opportunity for children across the
UK to participate in music making and we are now
particularly pleased to be associated with the Sing Up
Awards. These celebrate the achievements of schools
that have made a commitment both to singing and to
giving pupils the opportunity to develop their skills.’

The Sing Up Awards are available to UK primary
schools who are Sing Up members. To find out more,
visit www.singup.org.

From June, our Speedshifter
practice tool, which allows

you to vary the speed of audio
from CD or MP3 without
changing the pitch, will be
available on Android™ and
Apple mobile devices. At the
same time we will also be
releasing an updated desktop
version – Speedshifter 3. 

To find out more turn to the
article on page 11 or visit
www.abrsm.org/speedshifter.

Speedshifter mobile on the way

Piano Quick
Studies 
out now

ABRSM and Sing
Up to join forces
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Woodwind teachers and students
have some wonderful repertoire
choices to look forward to in the

new syllabuses. Over many months our 
six teams of selectors have scoured the
broadest possible range of publications in
the search for exciting new exam material,
while ensuring that a core of deserving
favourites also appear.

Flute
For all instruments we have expanded 
the number of fresh, appealing pieces 
for younger players from a wider range of
publications. So, in the forthcoming ABRSM
Flute Exam Pieces for Grade 1 you’ll find a
cool Brazilian bossa nova called Guanabara
Bay in the style of Carlos Antonio Jobim and

a playful march, Lupin, the Pot-Bellied Pig,
both of which we expect to be popular
choices with Grade 1 flautists.

Skipping ahead, in Grades 4 to 6 
we’re featuring a very fine young Slovene
composer called Blaz Pucihar, who writes
exquisitely for the flute (slightly reminiscent
of Poulenc) and who in the last year or two
has been creating quite a stir in the world of
flute teaching.

Also exciting about the syllabus are 
three newly-commissioned pieces specially
written for our Grade 1 and Grade 3 Flute
Exam Pieces books by the jazz composers and
performers Nikki Iles, Dave Stapleton and
David Gordon. Two other new commissions
are featured in the Grade 2 book: a traditional
folk-tune, Off She Goes, arranged by Alan

Bullard and a catchy new piece written for 
us by Hywel Davies.

We’re also featuring two flautist-
composers on the syllabus for the first 
time, both of whom have written prolifically 
and effectively for the instrument: the 
19th-century French composer Eugène
Walckiers, one of whose sonata movements
appears in Grade 6 List A, and the
contemporary American composer Gary
Schocker, whose vibrant Dances and
Daydreams is also set at this grade.

Clarinet
With the new Clarinet syllabus we’ve taken
a similar approach, aiming for a fresh
appeal at the lower grades in particular. 
As for Flute – and in fact for all instruments
– we’ve made sure that good albums are
used consistently through the grades.

Looking at our own books of Clarinet
Exam Pieces there are some inviting
choices. For example, in the Grade 3 album
you can find Nature Boy in List B, while List

Winds of change

Syllabus news88

July sees the launch of our new Woodwind syllabus. For use from
January 2014, it features revised repertoire lists for all six subjects:
Flute, Clarinet, Saxophone, Oboe, Bassoon and Recorder. ABRSM’s
Syllabus Manager, Robert Sargant, offers a preview of what’s to come.
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A includes the Ascot Gavotte from My Fair
Lady and Schubert’s ever popular Ave
Maria. The Grade 5 album features some
little known gems of the repertoire –
Loewe’s Scottish Pictures in List A and 
an invigorating Circle Dance in List B from 
a Hebrew Suite by the wonderful 
Jewish-Canadian composer, Srul Irving
Glick. Moving up the grades, the Grade 6
book features Milhaud’s charming
Scaramouche for the first time, as well as
the slow movement from the Clarinet
Concerto by Leopold Koz̆eluh – Mozart’s
Bohemian contemporary.

Saxophone
Once again, teachers and students will 
find a wealth of new choices, drawing on
some of the many saxophone albums
brought out by publishers in recent years. 

In the higher grades, a classic of the
20th-century repertoire makes a welcome
return to the syllabus – Milhaud’s delightful
Scaramouche suite, whose beautiful slow
movement is one of the highlights of 
Grade 6, as it is in the Clarinet syllabus. 

Other exciting French additions are
Pierre Max Dubois’ À pas de loup in Grade 6
and a transcription of Saint-Saëns’ Oboe

Sonata in Grades 6 and 7. One of the 
first composers to write extensively 
for saxophone was the Belgian-born 
Jean-Baptiste Singelée and we’ve included
five of his delightful recital pieces for
saxophone in Grades 7 and 8. 

Finally, an exciting additional feature of
the syllabus is the increase in the number
of set pieces for B flat saxophones so that,
for the first time, there is the same amount
of choice for them as in the E flat lists.

Oboe
The new Oboe syllabus features a plethora
of wonderful pieces and albums – with the
whole syllabus feeling fresh, relevant and
inspiring. Again, we’ve deliberately used
books to cross lists and grades frequently,
providing an economic and sensible pathway
for teachers and students. As well as
several new books being issued by other
publishers we have included plenty of
pieces from our own Time Pieces books,
several of which have not been on the
syllabus before.

New to the repertoire lists is the
Luxembourg composer Marco Pütz, who 
has a real gift for woodwind writing. 
We’ve set his imaginative Two Pictures on
Grades 4 and 5: the expressive showcase
The Dreamer followed by the wittily playful
The Little Rascal.

Many of the great oboe works from the
Baroque period appear on this syllabus, but
a lesser known and very beautiful example
is the Sonata in F by Gottfried August
Homilius, a pupil of J. S. Bach; candidates
can choose from all four of the sonata’s
movements over Grades 5 and 6.

In the List Cs we hope that students will
enjoy James Rae’s intriguing book of oboe
studies, Track and Field. Set at Grades 2 
to 7, each study is an ingenious miniature
representation of an Olympic sport.

Bassoon
For Bassoon more than half of the pieces
have changed since the last syllabus, with
some excellent new albums from a variety
of publishers enriching the choices at
Grades 1 to 3. In the first five grades 
the syllabus also draws on pieces from
ABRSM’s popular Time Pieces for Bassoon.

Moving on to the later grades, at 
Grade 8 we’re featuring a 20th-century
French classic for the first time: the opening
movement from Jean Françaix’s inventive
and witty Divertissement. Otmar Nussio’s
Variations on an Aria by Pergolesi is

another popular concert hall work and
selections from these variations are set for
Grades 7 and 8.

An important bassoon work from the
early Classical period appears on the
syllabus at Grade 8, the Sonata in B flat 
by the Czech-born composer Reicha, a
lifelong friend of Beethoven; the noble and
expressive first movement is the set piece
(its first time on the syllabus). Another of
Beethoven’s contemporaries appears in the
same list, Louis Spohr, whose Adagio in F 
showcases the lyrical possibilities of 
the bassoon.

Recorder
We’ve refreshed about half of the pieces in
the repertoire lists for both Descant and
Treble Recorder. As well as introducing
many appealing newcomers, we’ve retained
some of the most popular currently set
choices, including those from ABRSM’s
Time Pieces for Recorder books.

Some fine Baroque repertoire for
recorder is explored in the List As, with a
number of exciting new discoveries for 
the syllabus. The exhilarating Concerto di
Camera by Telemann appears for the first
time (at Grades 6 and 7) while at Grade 8
the second of Francesco Mancini’s
appealing set of sonatas also makes 
its first appearance. 

From the 20th century, a composer who
writes very idiomatically for the recorder 
is Elizabeth Cooper and two of her 
animal- and bird-inspired collections
appear in the Descant and Treble early
grades, while her Advanced Studies set
exciting challenges for treble players at
Grades 6 to 8.

Above all, with these syllabus lists we 
hope to motivate and inspire students as
they prepare for exams, discover new
repertoire and take their music making to
the next level. �

The new Woodwind syllabus 
will be available from 4 July at
www.abrsm.org/woodwind and as 
a printed booklet. Flute Exam Pieces 
and Clarinet Exam Pieces (books, CDs 
and audio downloads) will be available 
in July. Saxophone CDs together with 
audio downloads for Saxophone, Oboe 
and Bassoon will follow in November. 

Books and CDs are available from retailers
and from www.abrsm.org/shop.

99Syllabus news
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OUR AIM IS TO GIVE THE FINEST SERVICE AND VALUE FOR MONEY

WE AIM TO MAKE TOP QUALITY PIANOS – AFFORDABLE TO ALL

Telephone: 0845 070 3833

www.pinkhampianos.com 

Pinkham                  Pianos

Buy direct from Piano Maker and Concert Pianist

Rent from only £10 a week with the option to buy
All the money paid in rent may go towards the buying price

JFLUTE
Ideal for the very young beginner, 
with a curved head joint and mini foot 

STUDENT FLUTE

“The Clarinéo sounds great, 
requires very little maintenance, 
and is surprisingly durable”
Dave Bradley, teacher, repair technician and performer

NUVO AMBASSADOR NUVO AMBASSADOR
PROGRAMME

NUVO INSTRUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE 
FROM ALL GOOD MUSIC SHOPS

“The Nuvo flute has a sweet 
and almost woody tone quality 
with a full, projecting sound”
Christen Stephens, teacher and performer

CLARINÉO

SRP

£115

SRP

£115

SRP

£139
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It’s long been a musician’s complaint,
especially in the run-up to an exam – 
‘I didn’t get enough time with the pianist’.

Well, nothing can beat a rehearsal with an
accompanist, but ABRSM’s Speedshifter
comes a pretty good second. It’s an
application which lets musicians get used 
to playing with the accompaniment while
also offering the facility to speed up or slow
down any recording as they develop fluency.

Speedshifter has been around for more
than two years now but this summer sees
the launch of the new Speedshifter mobile,
for Android™ and Apple devices, and also a
new version for desktop users (version 3). 

As a practice tool, Speedshifter allows
you to vary the speed of audio from a CD or
MP3 without altering the pitch. You load a
track then turn the dial on screen to slow it
down or speed it up. If you load an ABRSM
minus-one track Speedshifter knows the
tempo of the track and positions the dial
automatically at the correct point on the
tempo/beats per minute ring. It’s ideal for
using whenever a student might benefit
from playing with the accompaniment at a

reduced tempo, whether practising alone or
with a teacher in a lesson.

Many hundreds of thousands of tracks
have been played using Speedshifter with
the busiest times in the run-up to exam
periods. ABRSM researchers, looking at
how Speedshifter is employed, have seen it
‘used all over the world, at all times of day
and night, to play all sorts of interesting
music – much of it from ABRSM syllabuses’.
They have come up with some fascinating
statistics. It’s the violinists who make most
use of Speedshifter followed by flautists and
clarinettists, and the furthest away from
ABRSM’s London HQ that the app has been
used is in New Zealand. It’s no surprise that
works by J. S. Bach, Handel, Mozart, Vivaldi
and Beethoven are the most played from
ABRSM syllabuses, but little known Swedish
Baroque composer Johan Helmich Roman
also features highly, with a piece on the
Grade 1 Flute syllabus, as does that popular
syllabus contributor Christopher Norton.

Speedshifter was originally launched as
a free desktop app in 2010 and has proved
extremely popular ever since. ‘It’s been a
tremendous success,’ comments Stuart
Briner, ABRSM’s Digital Learning Manager.

‘We’ve had tens of thousands of students
and teachers use it and along the way
they’ve been letting us know how we can
develop it further.’

One of the top demands was for a
version of Speedshifter that could be used
on mobile devices. This release brings all
the features of Speedshifter desktop version
3, including a new and often requested loop
function, to iOS and Android devices. As
Stuart explains, ‘We’ve been told by a lot of
teachers that they don’t always have access
to a laptop in lessons, so with this new app
on your phone or tablet it will be very easy
to use Speedshifter wherever it’s needed.’

As with the desktop version, mobile
users will be able to slow down and speed
up a track by tapping the desired tempo.
Additionally, registered users – registration
is optional for Speedshifter mobile – will be
able to save information and settings, such
as tapped tempos and loop points, and
access them on any device on which they
have Speedshifter installed, be it an iOS 
or Android device, Mac or PC. For ABRSM,
having registered users gives them access
to valuable information which they can use 
to continually improve the service offered 
and develop exciting new features for 
future releases.

And finally, just a little extra which 
wasn’t strictly necessary but can be fun – if
you need an A, simply give Speedshifter 
a shake!

Speedshifter desktop version 3 and the
mobile app – for Android and iPhone, iPad
and iPod touch – will be available in June.
The desktop version 3 will be available free
of charge. There will be two versions of the
mobile app: Lite, which will be free and
allows users to slow down a track for 15
seconds to see how it works, and a full paid
for version. The mobile app will be available
from Google Play™ and the App Store. 

To find out more visit
www.abrsm.org/speedshifter.

1111Practice tools

As we launch the latest version of our Speedshifter practice tool, 
Rhian Morgan takes a look at how teachers and students around the
world have been using it and what’s on offer now.

ANDROID AND GOOGLE PLAY ARE TRADEMARKS OF GOOGLE INC.

APPLE, THE APPLE LOGO, IPAD, IPHONE AND IPOD TOUCH ARE
TRADEMARKS OF APPLE INC., REGISTERED IN THE U.S. AND OTHER
COUNTRIES. APP STORE IS A SERVICE MARK OF APPLE INC.

Speedshifter goes mobile
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Pieces
Making the most of the pieces
John Tothil (16-year-old clarinettist): Try to
choose pieces that will showcase your
strengths and talents. I’m not so good at fast,
scalic passages and I always keep this in
mind. Choose pieces you’re comfortable with.
Jody Smith (15-year-old violinist): The
pieces offer a great chance to demonstrate
technique and musicality. You can show off
all the technical things you’ve learned in the
context of a piece.

Top tips on preparing exam pieces
Alexei Watkins (17-year-old horn player): 
I listen to various recordings of the pieces
and then like to choose different elements of
people’s interpretations, such as phrasing or
dynamics, to influence my own performance.
John: I don’t listen to recordings when 
I’m preparing. An interpretation needs 
to be your own. I don’t like to let other
interpretations influence my performance. 

Rehearsing with your accompanist
Alexei: Rehearse lots before the exam! You
should be very comfortable and relaxed with
your accompanist so you’re not thrown by
anything in the exam.
John: It’s helpful to have your teacher there
too so they can advise in the rehearsals.

Making your performance stand out
Jody: Musicality is very important; play all

the dynamics and make your performance
interesting. Put your heart and soul into it! 
Alexei: Particularly for the higher grades,
it’s important to research the pieces and get
to know the character of the music. This
means you will be able to communicate
more to the examiner. 

Scales and arpeggios
Making scale practice interesting
Jody: I write all the different scales on bits of
paper, put them in a bowl and take out a few
to practise each day. Once I’ve taken them all
out, I put them back and start again. This
makes practising scales more interesting
and random - and you cover all of them. 
John: Practice is key! I also do Jody’s ‘lucky
dip’ approach; that way you can’t avoid 
the more difficult ones. Make sure you’re
strict with yourself and practise the 
tricky scales that you pick out at least 
three times. 
Alexei: I like to change the rhythm as I
practise scales. It’s great to use funky
rhythms! Once I know all the scales, I also
like to go up one scale and down another to
mix things up a bit. 

The value of scales
John: Scales are really important because
all repertoire is based on them. If you’ve
worked on your scales you’ll find it easier to
play passages quickly and fluently, be better
at sight-reading and be able to play well in

lots of different keys. Scales can be your
best friend!

Sight-reading
Practising sight-reading
Jody: I used the ABRSM sight-reading
books (Specimen Sight-Reading Tests) and
did an exercise or two a day. A little bit of
practice often is a great way to get better. 
I also picked out random pieces from other
grades and tried sight-reading them.
John: Join chamber groups and play
through lots of repertoire. It’s fun if you can
sight-read with other people. I also find 
lots of old pieces and play through those; 
sight-reading can be real music! Nearer the
exam I would start to use the ABRSM books
to focus and prepare. 

Sight-reading in the exam
Alexei: Check the key signature first. After
that, rhythm is the most important thing.
Lock into the rhythm and the notes will
follow. Keep calm and don’t be afraid to play
slightly under tempo.
Jody: I always look at the key and time
signatures first. Then I scan it for the
trickiest parts and try them out. It’s good to
pick out any accidentals in advance and be
aware of them.
John: I do the same. Also, don’t stop and go
back over bars if you make mistakes. Just
confidently carry on! 

The value of sight-reading
Jody: Having to practise sight-reading has
helped me to be good at sight-reading
orchestral music. It’s helped me not to stop
when I’m playing and to always look ahead.

Top tips from a top   Top tips from a top   

Graded music exams1122

Looking for inspirational advice for your students? Three members of the
National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, all with distinctions at Grade 8,
share their tips for exam success.
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Alexei: When you start learning, you might
not be doing much sight-reading so it’s
great to do it through exams. Sight-reading
is such a vital skill for musicians. 

Aural training
Preparing for the aural tests
Alexei: Practise with your teacher. I would
also recommend the ABRSM books (Aural
Training in Practice and Specimen Aural
Tests) as they contain everything you need
to work on for the exam. It’s important to
know what’s coming up! Aural tests are
important as they test some of the basic
skills you need as a musician.
John: Buy the ABRSM books and CDs and
work with your teacher. Just keep practising.
For me, this is the fun part of the exam!

Top tips on singing back a melody
Alexei: I just listen the first time it’s played,
I don’t sing it in my head or anything. The
second time it’s played, I sing along or sing
in my head. 
John: Join a choir! Being in a choir at
school really helped me prepare for the
singing elements of the aural tests. 

Preparation and on the day
Preparation focus
Jody: I prepared a lot. For me, practice
equals confidence. I tended to focus on the
pieces but made sure I did some scales and
practised sight-reading and aural every day. 
Alexei: I spent most time on my pieces. Apart
from anything, they are worth the most
marks. I also spent a lot of time practising
scales, which helps with the pieces anyway.
John: I tended to focus on the pieces and

put off practising scales. But, there comes a
time when you have to tackle the scales! 

What to do first in the exam
Jody: I always did the scales first. Once
they’re out of the way, I could relax and
really perform the pieces. 
John: Start with what you’re most
comfortable with. When I did clarinet exams
I always started with pieces but on the 
piano I always started with scales to get a
feel for the instrument. 
Alexei: As a brass player, I did the pieces
first because my lips would get tired if I did
scales first. I also play the cello and always
did the scales first in cello exams. 

Presenting yourself in the exam
Jody: Be friendly and smile at the examiner.
They’re human and want you to do well. 
Alexei: Dress comfortably and try to relax
before the exam. When you go in, smile and
say hello to the examiner – this helps you to
feel relaxed. Try to be confident and play as
if you’re on a big stage.

Aiming high – how to achieve extra marks
Alexei: Focus on musicality and expression.
Don’t just play the notes, think about the
character of the piece and communicate
your emotions. Most importantly, enjoy 
the performance! 
Jody: Musicality will help you to stand out 
in the pieces. Also, if you’ve practised the
scales well, that will help. 
John: Try not to be scared. An exam is just a
special kind of performance. A convincing
musical performance is the best way to get
top marks! 

The value of exams
Helping the developing musician
Alexei: Exams help you to develop
fundamental skills and to progress as a
musician. They help build confidence and
provide good practice for coping with nerves.
The more you test yourself and perform, the
more confident you’ll be. It’s also good to
have something to work towards; exams are
great stepping-stones and I like the feeling
of progression as you move up the grades. 
Jody: Doing ABRSM exams has definitely
helped me. I work well when I have
something to aim for. Also, the exams are
widely recognised. They can help you to get
in to orchestras and provide a benchmark 
of achievement.
John: They’re really important! It’s good to
have small steps to work towards that test
all-round musicianship, and the certificates
show what stage you’re at as a musician. �

The National Youth Orchestra of Great
Britain (NYO) unites 165 of Britain’s most
talented and dedicated teenage musicians
from diverse backgrounds. 

ABRSM is currently supporting NYO’s
Inspire Days, which provide opportunities
for NYO members to share their musical
knowledge and skills with other young
musicians around the country. The next
Inspire Day takes place on 30 June at
London’s Southbank Centre. 

To find out more visit www.nyo.org.uk.

What are your top tips for exam success?
Share them at libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

 youth orchestra youth orchestra
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Why do some students practise with persistence and
intensity and achieve their musical goals, while others 
with equal ability never fulfil their potential? Is successful

learning determined by the student’s determination to learn as
opposed to innate skills and ability? What causes the motivation
needed to sustain a developing musician through hours of practice?
What influence do exams have on motivation? How much can a
teacher influence motivation?

These are just some of the questions that research into the
fascinating but complex subject of motivation in music learning 
tries to address. There are no simple answers, but given the
importance of the subject they deserve investigation. If we can
understand more about what motivates learning, then we can find
ways to help students at all levels to continue with, and enjoy, their
music making.

A student’s motivation and their response to learning
opportunities are influenced by many things, including their
background, personality, sense of self and the way they think. This
article focuses on some of the situational influences on motivation,
such as the teacher’s methods and characteristics.

The role of the teacher
When it comes to motivation, the onus tends to be on us as teachers
to inspire and motivate our students. Our characteristics and the
way we teach obviously have a major influence on how motivated
our students are. Much has been written about the traits of effective
teachers, but research suggests that as well as the obvious things,
such a good communication skills, more subtle factors, such as the
similarity of the teacher’s personality to the student’s, may also play
a part. 

Do rewards work?
One of the basic theories of motivation is that rewards encourage
continued action while ‘punishments’ discourage it. The ‘nothing
succeeds like success’ maxim suggests that rewarding particular
actions and responses through praise and encouragement will
have a positive effect on students’ motivation. However, this
approach does come with potential problems. In group teaching
situations, for example, the reward of a few students may imply
something negative about the others. 

Rewards also foster extrinsic reasons to engage with an activity
and these can sometimes be at the expense of more beneficial,
intrinsic reasons. Does the reward strengthen desired behaviour?
Research has found that it is not the rewards themselves that
influence motivation, but the meaning of them to the learner. 

Motivation in music learning

Teaching and learning1144

ABRSM’s Syllabus Director, Nigel Scaife reflects on
aspects of motivation in music learning.
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For example, a reward can be seen as a form of control or, more
positively, as a way of providing information about an outcome
which supports autonomy and encourages students to be in
control of their own learning.

Expectations and comments
Good teachers communicate an expectation that their students
have the potential to achieve and they provide encouragement
through supportive comments. These comments can be directed 
at three things: the student, the process or the musical outcome. 
It is well worth thinking about which of these three things your
comments are directed at, as they can either support or erode
confidence and motivation. Focusing feedback on the process or
outcome, rather than on the individual, is far more effective in
supporting motivation.

Encouraging a task-goal approach
There are various theories that focus on the objectives people 
set themselves. One theory splits goals into two types: task-goals
and ego-goals. 

A task-goal orientated person will focus on mastering a
technique, learning something new or gaining personal insight 
and will link their effort and ability to the outcome. An ego-goal
person will focus more on their ability compared to others and how
they will be judged. They may see effort and ability as inversely
related: those with high ability don’t need to make so much effort as
those with less ability in order to achieve the same goal. So in their
view, the harder they have to try, the less ability they have. This can
lead to a pattern of behaviour in which the learner avoids effort in
order to protect their sense of self-worth.

Encouraging students to adopt a task-goal approach will help
them to practise consistently, whereas students motivated by 
ego-goals are less likely to persist when challenges arise and may
think that the need to practise is a sign they lack musical talent.

Teaching methods
The methods and curriculum you use, the progression and variety of
tasks, and the degree of challenge play a key role in establishing
and maintaining motivation. The level of difficulty needs to be
balanced to a student’s current skills, providing enough challenge
to maintain interest and develop new skills, without causing anxiety
or other negative emotions. 

The right level of challenge
Activities at the correct level – challenging yet achievable – promote
persistence and satisfaction. They help students to develop their
sense of self-worth, as they succeed at an activity just beyond 
their reach, and can also lead students to experience ‘flow’ - the
holistic sensation you feel when you act with total involvement. 
In this state, people can be so intensely involved in an activity that 
they lose awareness of time and space. They also tend to seek 
this state for itself, rather than for any reward – it is highly 
intrinsically motivating.

Introducing activities
How you introduce and present tasks in lessons will also have an
influence on motivation. If the usefulness, relevance and meaning of
the task are made clear, then students are more likely to give the
task a value, which will increase their task-goal orientation.

Transferring responsibility
Research shows that if students are given choice and control 
over their learning, then their interest and enjoyment increase. 
The ideal amount of autonomy for any student will vary, but
adopting this approach will help to ensure maximum engagement
in learning.

You can transfer responsibility to students in simple ways, 
such as allowing them to choose a piece to learn or by providing
opportunities to improvise, compose or play by ear. In this way 
you will help them fulfil their need for autonomy and enhance 
their intrinsic motivation. As a result, their musicianship and 
overall performance will improve as they take ownership of their 
musical development.

Assessment and competition
Assessment can have a significant impact on motivation.
Approaches that focus on the ability of learners in relation to 
their peers will tend to encourage ego-goals, whereas a focus on 
each student’s own improvement will increase task-goals based 
on mastery. 

Graded exams – which measure individual performance against
objective, international benchmarks – take the second approach and
provide a means to support motivation. Exam success itself
depends on many factors. The way students feel about the exam
and how confident they are about being able to do their best on the
day are both important. Students need to feel that they are taking
part because they want to, rather than solely because their teachers
or parents want them to. 

Competitions and adjudicated festivals can be beneficial 
for some, while for others they can have a negative effect on 
self-esteem. If the competitive aspect of measurement against
others is played down, this can help learners adopt a more
beneficial task-goal orientation, as opposed to an ego-task
orientation. Playing in a concert to a supportive audience of 
friends and family can be equally motivational.

The messages you send out in assessment contexts are
important to student motivation. It’s far better to assess students 
on their improvement than on their overall ability. Focusing on
overall ability can imply that musical talent and ability are fixed
entities and if students are less successful they might attribute 
this to internal factors over which they have little control.

Creating a motivational environment
Understanding how students think and feel about themselves, their
musical goals and their performance is essential in creating a
motivational learning environment. Reflecting on your students’
personalities and being adaptive to them, devising effective practice
strategies, giving opportunities for students to measure themselves
against benchmarks, and focusing on task-goals rather than 
ego-goals all play an important part. Such a reflective approach will
ensure that any pressures that might lead to anxiety or negative
self-evaluations are minimised.

Ultimately, with an increased understanding of motivation, we
are better equipped as teachers to influence our students’ choices,
improve their engagement with music, their persistency and the
quality of the musical results. �

How do you motivate your students? Share you ideas by contacting
us at libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.
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George has been an enthusiastic
violinist all his life, taking his ‘best
friend’ with him on his travels around

the world. His father gave him his first
violin in 1925 when he was 10 years old.
Still playing at 97, he says ‘it’s a great way
to keep young. It keeps your mind active
and improves your coordination.’

George has played second violin in the
Solihull Symphony Orchestra since it was
founded (as the Knowle Sinfonia) in 1990.

The orchestra rehearses weekly and gives
three concerts a year. For George ‘the
orchestra is a great way to make friends’.

So when the damage affecting his eyes,
due to age-related macular degeneration,
began to take its toll, and George found 
the music really hard to read, he started 
his research into what could be done. He
first experimented with stand and pedestal
lights and this worked for several years.
The lights, however, all had their

disadvantages and eventually they were no
longer adequate. 

Enlarging the music photographically on
to A3 sheets was the next step, choosing
yellow-coloured paper and marking
symbols with highlighter pens. The large
sheets needed a large music stand and had
to be bound in book form to facilitate page
turning, so out came the tape and glue.
However, sometimes poor quality originals
made even poorer quality enlarged copies

Making music:
a lifelong passion
Violin playing was a lifelong passion for 97-year-old George Newns. So, when failing eyesight made his
orchestral activities increasingly difficult he turned to the Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB) 
for help. RNIB Music Adviser and violinist Sally Zimmermann tells his story.
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and the enlargement did not always make
bar numbers and dynamic instructions
large enough. Moreover, frequently there
wasn’t enough space to include additional
symbols, such as bowing and finger
markings and instructions from the
conductor. And the music itself had its own
problems. For example, the notes and rests
in fast runs remained too close together
making reading difficult.

Just when it seemed that the problems
were becoming too great for his failing 
sight, George was put in touch with RNIB’s
transcription service which produces
Modified Stave Notation (MSN). This can 
turn ordinary printed music into tailor-made
enlargements. 

‘A very helpful lady,’ reports George, 
sent him MSN samples with different sizes,
different layouts and different coloured
paper. George then spent time imagining
how his orchestral music would look in 
each layout. Eventually, he contacted RNIB's
Music Advisory Service (MAS) with his
analysis. He described his eye problems and
listed the problems he had encountered. He
also went on to list the solutions to those he
had solved and made suggestions for further
modifications that might help. These went

beyond changing the size and shape of the
music to editorial changes, such as leaving
out some notes. 

So from theory to practice. A page of the
orchestra's repertoire, Mendelssohn's
Fourth Symphony, was sent to MAS. The
team at MAS not only modified it, taking
into account George’s requests, but also
supplied a detailed description of the
changes made. George was pleased with
the new copy and said it was ‘without doubt
a great improvement on the enlargements I
have hitherto been working on’. However,
there were still plenty of things that could
be improved – further enlargements or
extra space – and additional versions 
were exchanged. 

Eventually MAS produced a computer
file of the transcript, the orchestra’s
chairman (a computer expert) made the
first print, the orchestra’s librarian pieced
it together on A3 yellow-tinted paper and,
finally, George stuck it together in book
form. The problem had been solved. 

The enlargement necessitated more
frequent page turns but this was a minor
disadvantage compared to the enormous
advantages of the MSN transcript. Then
another problem arose. The librarian was
experiencing difficulty over the legality of
making accessible copies – dealt with by a
little publicity about the Copyright (Visually
Impaired Persons) Act 2002.

At last George played the Mendelssohn
symphony in a concert, using MSN for three
of the four movements. Afterwards George
said the quick passages were ‘beautifully
spaced and clear’ and he ‘wasn't confused
by tail markings or double stopping’. For
his next concert, George asked for a slightly
larger copy. As his preferred settings for
individual elements in the music had been
saved, it was a moment's work to execute
his request. The next concert had 
more complicated music. Again scores
were produced with discussion as to
modifications. After the concert George
reported: ‘I was very pleased with my own
performance because I did better than I
thought I might.’ 

The determination of George had paid
dividends. Having clearer music on the
stand is, though, only part of the music
making. George continues that ‘at 97 you
have on and off days and I think on the
concert day I had one of my on days.’ 
He sums up his playing: ‘I'm absolutely
sure that because I didn't give up, my
nimbleness and mental alacrity have lasted

longer than they would otherwise have
done and I’ve been able to benefit from the
joy and exultation of playing beautiful
music with people of like minds. And this in
one's old age is a wonderful thing.’

Sadly, George has now lost his sight
completely, but still wanted his story to be
told. May others be encouraged by George! �

For more information about the 
RNIB and the services they offer for 
blind and partially sighted musicians, 
visit www.rnib.org.uk/music.

HOW ABRSM CAN HELP

A
t ABRSM we aim to make our
exams as accessible as possible 
to all candidates, regardless of

sensory impairments. 
For blind and partially sighted

candidates taking practical graded
exams, we offer a number of special
arrangements, including extra time and 
alternative tests. 

For sight-reading, partially sighted
candidates can opt for a large notation
sight-reading or memory test, or a
modified staff notation sight-reading or
memory test. Blind candidates can
choose from a Braille memory test or an
aural repetition test.

We can also provide large or modified
staff notation for aural test B at Grades 
4 to 8; for blind candidates we can make
alternative arrangements for this test.

If modified staff notation is requested
we can modify tests to suit individual
needs. For example, we can include
larger note-heads and beaming or a
larger font for performance directions. To
request modified staff notation, send a
covering letter at the time of entry with 
a sample of the notation required.

In addition to standard arrangements,
we are happy to consider candidates
individually if their needs are not
covered. However, while we are able to
make provisions for the administration 
of the exam, we are not able to make 
any concessions in the marking – all
candidates are treated equally.

You can find out more at
www.abrsm.org/specificneeds or get in
touch with our Access Coordinator by
calling +44 (0)20 7467 8298 or emailing
accesscoordinator@abrsm.ac.uk.
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Instrumental lessons versus class music
lessons – how do we make them work
together? As both an instrumental and

class teacher based in the UK, this question
has always bothered me.

I taught privately for many years and
then as a peripatetic woodwind teacher for
a music service. In this latter role I saw 
the school music coordinator possibly at
Christmas or whenever a performance was
needed by my pupils. The scribbled note
asking if any of my students had anything
prepared for a concert was about the extent
of our communication.

Wider Opportunities
Then Wider Opportunities appeared – a 
UK-government initiative giving children 
the opportunity to experience instrumental

learning in a class setting. The music
coordinator would sometimes lead the start
of the session. Then each instrumental
teacher would take their group of children
off to another room to ‘prepare’ a piece to
perform at the end of the lesson. Bearing 
in mind that the lesson only lasted one
hour, with a 15-minute introduction and 
a 15-minute performance the pressure was
on to produce a piece to play to the rest of
the year group.

So, 30 minutes to assemble clarinets 
and flutes, fix reeds correctly and make
sure that all 20 children have the correct
posture and embouchure. Then with the last
child checked, you look back at the rest of
the class to see that they’ve now moved
their bodies or instruments, but anyway, off
we go. With similar situations arising for

Teaching and learning1188

Blended
learning

How can instrumental and class music teachers ensure that pupils enjoy a
joined up learning experience? Educator Jacqui Chudleigh shares her

thoughts on blending instrumental and class learning.
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strings and brass, was something suffering?
Was the music education good enough?

Instrumental work in class music lessons
This question, regarding the quality of the
music education on offer, led me and the
schools I work with to move away from
whole-class orchestral instrumental tuition.
Instead we focused on instruments that
were simple to handle and had little or no
assembly time, were difficult to damage and
cheap for parents to buy, and ultimately
were easy to teach. This allowed us to 
focus on playing and learning about music,
including reading notation, understanding
dynamics and nurturing creativity.

The instrument range now includes
ocarina, recorder, harmonica, ukulele

and keyboards combined with
traditional class

percussion. The full
range of instrumental

lessons is still
offered to children,
but the aim is to
inspire and build
good foundations,
so that they are

ready to take on
board the

technicalities of their
chosen instrument.

Building links
Whether a child has instrumental

lessons at school or at home, it’s great to
include their playing in a class music
lesson. This encourages the child who is
learning by increasing confidence and self-
esteem and developing performance skills.
It can also inspire the rest of the class to go
on and learn other instruments.

For school music coordinators, it’s a
good idea to spend some time asking the
class about their extra-musical activities
and identifying how many children have
instrumental lessons, both in and out of
school. For private music teachers and
peripatetic staff the role needs to be
reversed – trying to find out what happens
in a class music lesson as well as letting
the class teacher know, on a regular basis,
what each pupil is playing.

Communication is key
As instrumental teachers, the power is in
our hands to change our pupil’s music
education, with both instrumental and 
class music teacher and pupils all working
towards the same goals.

Ideally all instrumental teachers within 
a school should be communicating with 
the music coordinator throughout the
school year, rather than just when a 
school performance is looming! Once 
good communication is in place it’s then
easier to share good practice between
instrumental and class teaching.

In the schools where I work, we try to
meet regularly, although this is often
difficult with instrumental teachers visiting
so many schools. We also communicate via
email and keep up to date with each other’s
lesson plans or units of work.

Creative opportunities
Thinking needs to be creative. A Grade 3
clarinettist might want to play her piece to
the class. Can the piece offer an opportunity
to involve the whole class? You could
introduce a drone accompaniment, which
the rest of the class can play. Or suggest
ideas for an introduction and coda.

ABRSM’s Music Medals books provide a
great resource for this kind of activity. The
pieces are ideal for blending into a class
lesson, as the different parts can be used
and played by other classroom instruments. 

You can use a section or bar as an
ostinato or some of the children can play a
drone. Sections of the piece can also be
used to form a ‘rhythm section’ to be
repeated throughout the piece.

From beginners upwards
The following ideas show how this type of
instrumental class activity works equally
well with beginner and more advanced
instrumentalists.
• As a sight-reading exercise, create a 
few pieces using the pentatonic scale.
Initially, a piece might only contain three
notes. More experienced pupils, in 
the same class but playing different
instruments, can take part using the 
whole pentatonic scale.
• Within a group instrumental lesson, one
pupil can play the drone and one can play
the melody, while others play an ostinato
part. Change the parts around as much 
as possible.
• Share your activities with the class 
music teacher, who can create a similar

arrangement using the whole class on
chime bars or glockenspiels, for example.
• As an extension activity, suggest that the
class creates an introduction, interlude and
coda to accompany your pupils within their
class music lesson.
• To further extend this way of playing,
more advanced pupils can improvise a
melody to fit alongside all the above.
• Put together an arrangement of the initial
‘sight-reading’ piece, perhaps starting with
a drone introduction, followed by the
ostinato pattern and gradually building up
the texture. This lets the class be creative 
in their understanding of structure.
• Play the ‘conductor game’ – bringing
different instrumentalists or parts in and
changing the dynamics or tempo.

When I work in class music settings, we
create many simple pieces that work well in
this way, using class percussion or the class
instruments mentioned previously. This
gives scope for more advanced pupils to
play along with the rest of the class. It 
also creates opportunities for all children 
to achieve, so differentiation is no longer 
a problem.

Blended learning
The aim is that this method of naturally
blending class music and instrumental
lessons will inspire all children to learn to
play an instrument. Being creative in the
way in which both instrumental and class
music lessons are structured and delivered
stops them being seen as two separate
subjects. Just as visiting a library and
reading a book are linked to a literacy
lesson in school, so instrumental lessons
and playing should be linked to a class
music lesson.

So, the hasty note asking if our pupils
have anything to play in the forthcoming
school concert should now never exist!
Communication will be in place and pupils
can perform their pieces with the rest of 
the class.

The aim is to utilise the instruments to
enhance ensemble skills and ensure that
music making is for everyone. Instrumental
lessons versus class music lessons – it’s
the same thing isn’t it? �

Jacqui Chudleigh is an experienced private
and peripatetic woodwind teacher and
music coordinator and subject leader for
schools. Jacqui also runs Rhythmajig, 
an online, story-based music curriculum 
for schools.
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2211Your views

harmonic progression within an overall
key. Choosing a scale for each chord –
even when these scales are related
neglects the ability to hear your way
through larger musical structures, which
is essential for developing a coherent solo. 

The skill of learning tunes, chord
sequences, licks and solos by ear and
from recordings has been the basis of jazz
musicians' musical activities for decades,
developing both the ear and a personal
improvising vocabulary led by the
individual’s listening preferences.

Rather than developing three-note
clusters and pentatonics into an increasing
number of possible scales, students could
learn how specific changes to a general key
are all that are needed to remain 'in touch'
with the chord sequence. When to do this,
along with everything else – melodically
satisfying patterns, rhythmic and timbral
subtleties – can be learnt by listening 
and imitating the many examples of
improvisation on recordings. This approach
is not easy but in the long term develops
valuable musical abilities. 

Inbox is the place to share your
views and feedback on Libretto,
ABRSM and music education in
general. We want to find out what
you think on a range of music
education topics, from exam tips
and experiences to ideas on
teaching, resources and professional
development. Please get in touch!

Jazz response
I read with interest Improvisation notes
(Libretto 2012:3). Tim Richards does an
excellent job in elaborating the challenging
question of how to teach improvisation.
While the 'chord/scale approach' has some
devoted followers within jazz pedagogy,
choosing from a palette of possible notes on
a chord-by-chord basis can neglect two
fundamental aspects of jazz improvisation –
chord progression and ear training. 

The vast majority of recorded jazz 
solos focus on articulating the detail of a

INBOX

Wind
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£10.95

Available
June
£10.95

Available
July
£10.95

Globetrotters is a unique series introducing a 
kaleidoscope of musical styles and traditions 
from every side of the globe, from Arabic to 
Chinese and from klezmer to the Argentinian 
tango. 

There’s a range of accompaniment options to 
choose from — for a second wind instrument, 
piano, or guitar.  The CD includes performances 
and play-along tracks recorded by renowned 
world-music specialists.

Available from all good music shops, or contact OUP on +44 (0)1536 452630, 
email music.orders.uk@oup.com, or order online at www.oup.com/uk/music
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Write to Lucy North, Editor, Libretto, 
with your views. You can email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk or send letters to
Lucy North, Libretto, ABRSM, 24 Portland
Place, London W1B 1LU, UK. Letters and
emails may be edited for publication.

Your views2222

ABRSM has done a great job of providing
a graded framework for a style that is no
less intellectually and musically demanding
than its classical counterpart. Let's hope
that we can also begin to create teaching
tools that encourage students to explore
their most valuable asset for learning to
improvise – their ears! 

LAWRENCE DAVIES

wondering, after teaching this for over a
year, where the natural minor in Grade 1
came from. It seems to have come from
nowhere! This scale sounds odd and I have
found that children are often confused and
puzzled by it, as are some parents. I am
wondering what other people think and if
anyone continues with the natural minor
post-Grade 1. Have I missed the point?

JUDITH WEEKS

From ABRSM
Tim Richard’s article was designed to
provide help and guidance for a very
specific element of our Jazz exams –
how to approach and use the guideline
pitches given in the Tunes – rather than
to suggest a method for teaching
improvisation more broadly.

LUCY NORTH

LIBRETTO EDITOR

The point is, not to overcome your stage
fright, but to learn to move through it.

JOHANNA MCWEENEY

Creative solutions to nerves
Until I was 12, I’d never suffered with
nerves. It was a shock when it happened.
Then, when I was 16, I was prescribed beta-
blockers for performance anxiety. It’s taken
me many years to start unravelling the
damage done. Not to take beta-blockers
should be a fundamental part of educating
young people about stage fright. 

There are, however, many creative
solutions to nerves. Stage fright is 
a problem of expression and preparation,
about which I’ve discovered the following:

•See nerves as a positive thing – a burst of
energy. If you fight it and try to contain it, of
course it will make you shake. Embrace the
energy you have created and pour it into
your playing.
•Use images when practising. Creating a
film inside your head whilst you play helps
access the creative right side of your brain,
which gives you a way to step out of critical
left-brain thinking.
•Play to the audience. Don’t imagine they
aren’t there or that they’re a field of
cabbages. Communicate with them. You
never know what you might be giving to
someone who’s open to listen.
• You have something to say. Each person
who has the desire to play music has
something to say. 
• Practise being nervous. The more
experience you have of performing, the
more you find ways to channel the energy
and communicate with your audience. 

Flute memories
I read with interest David Wright's article on

the history of ABRSM (Libretto 2013:1), in

particular the number of woodwind players

entering exams over the years. I passed

Grade 7 Flute in the early 1950s. After

leaving school I didn’t play the flute for

many years but took it up again in

retirement! I have always wondered when

Grade 8 Flute was introduced.

JUNE MACLEAN

From ABRSM
Flute exams have been available since

ABRSM exams were first held in 1890,

although entry levels remained low until

the 1970s. The first ABRSM exams were

only available at two levels: Junior and

Senior. Over the years the levels were

extended, up and down, so that by 1929

we had eight levels of exam, starting at

Primary and finishing with Final. In 1933

these became the eight grades we 

know today.

LUCY NORTH

LIBRETTO EDITOR

A minor point
Many of the revamped violin scales and
arpeggios seem to represent good changes,
such as the choice of even notes or long
tonics and the introduction of more ‘flat’
keys at Grade 3. However, I don’t recall any
consultation over these changes and I am

From ABRSM
Before making any syllabus changes 
we always consult widely with teachers
and specialists, and consider their views
before making final decisions. Invitations
to provide feedback on proposed
changes are generally made through
Libretto, our enewsletters or the ABRSM
website. We welcome all feedback, so 
do look out for such opportunities in 
the future.

In 2012, following such consultation
and research, we introduced the natural
minor for all Bowed Strings at Grade 1
and as an extra option (in addition to 
the harmonic and melodic forms) for all
instruments at Grades 1 and 2, where
applicable. 

Before this, string players weren’t
introduced to the minor modality until
Grade 2, due to technical challenges.
However, there are usually a few minor
key pieces in the repertoire from the
start, as finger patterns can be limited
appropriately. So while non-string
players covered major and relative minor
scales at Grade 1, string players were
left behind. It made sense to have a
minor scale given the inclusion of minor
key pieces for Grade 1. We feel that by
having the easiest and ‘plainest’ minor
within the scales at the earliest grades, a
student’s understanding of the minor
mode in its various forms can begin to
be encouraged. 

You can read more about the natural
minor and our reasons for introducing it
at www.abrsm.org/naturalminor.
NIGEL SCAIFE

SYLLABUS DIRECTOR
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Discover ABRSM’s shop: 
everything you need in one place

• Select your exam using our exam music fi nder. 

• View and choose repertoire from us and other publishers.

• Add scales, sight-reading, aural, theory or any other books you need

• Add to basket and let us take care of the rest.

 

To get started, simply visit 

www.abrsm.org/shop

Providing an extensive range of publications, exam materials 
and resources, our online shop offers a straight-forward 
solution to fi nding everything you need in 4 easy steps:


